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[ In which he explains a bit about himself ] 



Day job – large scale AV systems

Kaedama – Newark NJ As We Are – Columbus OH Hard Rock Hollywood – Hollywood FL



At the Asylum –

Just Outside Your Window
2017

Just Outside Your Window responds to 
an onboard dataset of Boston PDs 
responses from the past year (2016), 
and whenever a time and date line up 
with real-time the lights activate to 
display a flashing red and blue light 
that emits from the house body that 
plays across any wall it is directed at.

Microcontroller, 3D Printed Enclosure, Boston 
PD Dataset

Back to the Drawing Board
2018

An interactive kinetic art that invites 
participants to add in messages to a 
continuously scrolling roll of 
transparency. The drawings are then 
projected through a high powered 
projector setup and expanded to an 
architectural scale.

A group effort by Jake Kassen, Phil Knodle, & I.
Photo by Aram Boghosia (2018)

Including the Kitchen Sink !
2018

A racing sculpture that takes the form 
of a kitchen countertop with wheels. 
When pushed forward a copper kettle 
on the countertop moves back and 
forth. The direction the kettle points 
instead is a binary sequence that over a 
¾ mile displays the ASCII encoding of 
the message “HELLO WORLD!”

A Kitchen Sink, 3D Printed and Laser Cut Gears,
Welded Aluminum Frame

Art

https://www.aramphoto.com/index/G0000y626kUT5FEE


!



So what about recently . . .



Gibson, in a 2019 New Yorker Interview…

On how he comes up with the futures written in his novels…

“…I’ve commenced with a sort of deep 
reading of the f@%#edness quotient of 
the day,”
“I then have to adjust my fiction in 
relation to how f@%#ed and how far 
out the present actually is.”

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/12/16/how-william-
gibson-keeps-his-science-fiction-real

More on the F.Q. of the day…

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/12/16/how-william-gibson-keeps-his-science-fiction-real


Thinking about the F.Q. of the day…

Can we analyze the present using the same tools used to write about the future?

YOU BET WE CAN !
F.Q.

Now lets take a look at a few of topics I’ve been noticing around facial recognition…



F.Q.

Although it’s been around since the 1960’s¹, Facial Recognition (FR) has been having a moment as the prevalence 
of cameras has exploded and the algorithms / models to process the subsequently generated images has greatly 
improved. 

1 - The History of Information Security: A Comprehensive Handbook. Amsterdam: Elsevier. pp. 264–265.
2 – UK Link – Daily Mail / France Link - Bloomberg
3 – NBC News

4 - https://www.perpetuallineup.org/
5 – Washington Post

Both France and the UK are in the process of rolling out country-wide FR systems. ²

Israel has installed 1,700+ FR cameras to surveil Palestinians in the West Bank, of which are tied to a system 
that monitors their social media in an effort “to deter terror attacks”. ³

The FBI has compiled an enormous database of faces from state DMV’s and Mugshots, an estimated 50% of 
US Adults are in a law enforcement FR database. ⁴

Police agencies in the US have repeatedly used altered images or photos of celebrity lookalikes to get 
matches in FR systems, which can then be used as cause leading to an arrest. ⁵

And then there’s China….

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5401325/CCTV-cameras-soon-face-recognition-technology.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-03/french-liberte-tested-by-nationwide-facial-recognition-id-plan
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/all/why-did-microsoft-fund-israeli-firm-surveils-west-bank-palestinians-n1072116https:/www.nbcnews.com/news/all/why-did-microsoft-fund-israeli-firm-surveils-west-bank-palestinians-n1072116
https://www.perpetuallineup.org/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/05/16/police-have-used-celebrity-lookalikes-distorted-images-boost-facial-recognition-results-research-finds/


F.Q.

China has readily welcomed the use of FR technologies, and has readily folded them into their state security 
apparatus. China also produces the majority of cameras used for FR.

1 - CNN
2 – NYT

3 - RFA

All protests in Hong-Kong after the first couple days were unsanctioned, and thus everyone participating in 
the latter protests are guilty of participating in an unlawful assembly. Masks were banned to make it possible 
to ID participants after the fact. ¹

The Chinese gov. has employed a FR system specifically designed to racially profile individuals from the 
Uyghur minority, and then record their doings to then be later reviewed. ²

A similar FR system is currently in use, and is designed to identify any Uyghur persons and alert Government 
officials if they leave so called “Safe Areas.” ³

These are all Governmental examples as well, private companies can operate in similar ways with little to no 
accountability or supervision.

https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2019/12/asia/hong-kong-6-months-intl-hnk/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/14/technology/china-surveillance-artificial-intelligence-racial-profiling.html
https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/surveillance-01252018161603.html


F.Q.

The F.Q. on Facial Recognition tech is very high, and seems to only be on the rise.

These systems are oblique, often unregulated, and all encompassing. Cat’s out of the bag, and it doesn’t seem like 
there’s much to be done about the ways FR tech has been headed.

But what if it up to was us to say that we don’t want to be included in these systems. What if we had a choice.



And with that in mind, I started working on what became The Opt-Out Cap.
Giving the individual the option to Opt-Out of FR systems, even if no option is readily given.

The initial idea around a wedding veil 
used to block identity… Not quite a 
fully formed idea.

Spring loaded curtains loaded into 
the brim that could be pulled down 
to conceal the face, but that solution 
is bulky and relies on mechanical 
components.

Zero History, the third book in 
Gibson’s Blue Ant series, there is a 
plot device called “The Ugliest T-Shirt 
in the World.” So named because it 
has a giant face on it, misdirecting 
CCTV facial recognition systems.



Given the uses of FR currently, I wanted to 
put together something that would be 
relatively cheap and easy to assemble, be 
effective against all kinds of FR systems, and 
could be easily concealed and deployed.

This first sketch of the cap, showing 
the mesh flaps in action and being 
worn in a baseball cap.



Next up came materials selection and testing.

Using a mesh for the face flaps
• Tested out 5 mesh types, from large hole jersey mesh 

to a fine mosquito mesh.
• Some were too fine to allow the t-shirt transfers to 

open up, others deformed under the heat of the 
transfer, and others just showed too much of what 
was underneath.

• A stretch Power Mesh ended up working the best of all 
options, allowing for moderate visibility while still 
covering the face.

T-Shirt iron-on transfers for the graphics
• Cheap and relatively simple to do at home
• Can be customized as needed
• Readily available product
• Stretch transfers are available, perfect for a stretch 

mesh.
• The Avery 3302 Stretch transfers performed the best 

of all tested.



After materials testing came the face template design…

Laying out initial panel sizes to fit on 
standard letter sized paper.

Test print. An alpha build printed on paper



Done.

Cheap and Easy to make? Yup, $20 in 
materials and 1 hour to make using 
common tools.

Easy to conceal and deploy? Very.

Completely blocks the face while 
providing an alternate? Yup.

✓

✓

✓



All that was left was to write out the assembly instructions and share them… 

Plans are now published for free to the public domain at macpierce.com/the-optout-cap

https://www.macpierce.com/the-optout-cap


And with that, I think I’ve helped decrease world F.Q.

(maybe)



web - macpierce.com
ig - @Transistor_Resistor
tw - @TRANS_RES

https://makewordart.com/
https://makewordart.com/
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